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The slime god guide

Skinny God is a gigantic peak of difficulty and the only hard pre-hardmode boss. God slime comes out of nowhere and gives many significant problems. I hope this guide can help. No matter what class you are, you'll want to use the weapons found in the abyss, and if you're not doing purely a class, some herring helps. Aerospec is the best armor at this point
in the game, unless you are melee, so melted armor is also an option, or rouge, in which case you can wear obsidiana armor. In terms of accessories, you'll want balloon pack, frog leg, counter scarf, frostspark boots, and optionally an obsidian shield. If you are not using obsidian shield just use any class accessory you can. Arena: many long rows of
platforms about three hundred blocks long and twenty away, the more, the better. Adding rows of campfires and heart lanterns also helps. Your arena should be as high above the surface as you can jump to, and I'll tell you why in strategies. Strategies: Start at the top layer and make the big oxen follow you and fall on top, then move down a layer. Always fall
and go down the core while changing direction to avoid the core whenever it approaches. If you have to be hit to do this all right, being hit by the core is almost a death sentence. If you do, try using your heels and hook to swerve. Whenever you feel that your layer is compromised (by mines, a lot of slimes, or a large ox) move down a layer. When you run out
of layers, release to the surface and take the sowe and core to follow it. Then jump back into the arena, hook into the bottem layer and fly to the top. Make them follow to the top, move down a layer and repeat. The Skinny God is a post-Hive Mind boss/Perforadores. It can spawn in the Slime hardmode rain event, or called pre-hard mode with the Overloaded
Sllime, made of 25 Blighted Gel, and 25 ebstone/crimstone blocks. It should be fought just before the wall of meat due to its difficulty. Phase 1: Both the gods and the Core snore at the same time. The Core is immune until both gods are dead. Both gods generate smaller slimes as they take damage. When the HP half each God will divide into two smaller
versions of himself with half HP. You can shoot abyss balls. Phase 2: When both gods are dead, the Core becomes vulnerable. It will run in a similar way to the final phase of Cthulhu's eye, and shoot small amounts of abyss balls very quickly. Both phases can fire abyss mines that persist and cause massive damage. In phase 1, both gods, while still, fire
abyss balls more quickly. Tip: Stay at an average distance from the gods. This allows you enough time to avoid your Drops Slime God Treasure Bag (Only in Expert) Abissal Take Corroslime Staff Crimslime Staff Eldritch Tome Purified Gel (Used to create Statigel items) Mana Overloader (Expert Item, reduces regoline life if mana is above 50%. Gives magical
damage and max mana raise. Magic attacks heal if mana is below 25%.) After that is is Perennial ore will appear in the players' world. Lore The Skinny God was the first ruler of Slimedom, and a vociferous opponent of the Jungle Tyrant/Lord of the Cosmos Yharim. He led armies of gelatinous fighters, including his own son, who we now know as King Slime,
against the demigods of Yharim and was very successful. Eventually, Yharim got tired of the God Slime and controlled his mind, brought down his father, and forced the Slimes to follow the Jungle Tyrant to the end. The God Slime (who at the time was a normal but large slime) began to plunge into insanity. He gathered other outcast slimes (Ebonian and
Crimulan) to form a cult. He then channeled the power of Corruption and Yemssimm to become what he is today, a God of all Viscous things. Basic information:Ebonian Slime God-8,000 HP (full)-4,000 HP (split)-84 Dmg (melee)-67 Dmg (orb)-88 Dmg (mine)Crimulan Slime God-6,400 HP (full)-3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,200 HP (split)-84 Dmg (melee)-58 Dmg (orb)-79
Dmg (mine)The Slime God-1,600 HP-84 Dmg (melee)Invocation:It only spills when overloaded mud is used after the defeat of Skeletron. The overloaded mud is crafted with 25 Blighted Gel and 25 Blocks of World Evil Stone on an anvil. Attacks:The Ebonian Gods and Crimulan Slime act like basic slimes: jump around trying to crush him. However, if you
leave their range, they will make a powerful lung attack that is impossible to overcome at this level, so step on you. The floor is easy to avoid with lightning boots, as the speed of fall is a little slow. They also shoot at Abyss spheres, which travel moderately fast toward them before exploding. The deadliest attack by them are the mines of the Abyss, which are
shot similarly to the spheres, but remain in the air for a long time. They cause contact damage, and Ebonian mines inflict Mana Disease for 2 seconds, which is not so horribly affecting, even for mages. The real problem is crimulan mines, which inflict cursed for 2 seconds. This means no cures and no attacks. Avoid them at all costs. The Ebonian gods and
Crimulan Slime also generate slime when damaged, such as King Slime; the Ebonise Skinny God generating slime and the Crimulan God Slime generating spiked slimes. However, once they reached half the health, they split into 2 smaller slimes, both with 4,000 HP. They continue their pattern of attack of jumping, bold, shot my and ball, and sat out slimes
when damaged. The Core of The Thin God is completely invincible until the Ebonian and Crimulan slime gods are defeated, similar to Cthulhu's Brain. He constantly tries to hit you and always inflicts distorted contact, which makes you an easy target for the Ebonian Gods and Crimulan Slime. One way to avoid this is with the Counter Scarf, a Revengeance
mode accessory released by Cthulhu's Eye, which allows for a that ignores attacks every 11 seconds. You can still run while the ability is in cool as well for extra maneuverability. When the Ebonian Gods and Crimulan Slime are defeated, the rest of the fight fight much easier. All the Core of God Slime does is try to hit you at this point, but your speed
increases dramatically. Once the Slime God's Core is below half health, it will begin to shoot Abyss ores at the player, which is relatively easy to dodge. Equipment:-Molten or above Armor is a must, as the damage output to this boss is unusually high. I recommend fighting it with at least Cobalt/Palladium Armor, but it is entirely possible to do so with molten
armor.-Lightning/Frostspark boots are very useful to avoid the Ebonian Gods and Crimulan Slime.-Skyline Wings, The only wings available Pre-Hardmode, are extremely useful in this fight to dodge.-Counter Scarf is a good idea to avoid the attacks of the Core of God Slime before you can damage it.-Cobalt/Obsidian Shield is necessary to survive, as you can
get caught between the Gods of Slime Ebonian and Crimulan as a ping pong ball.-Nazar is extremely useful, but it is not necessary. It provides immunity to the cursed debuff.-Laudanum, an accessory discarded from any boss, is very useful as it provides immunity to the horror debuff, which is inflicted by most enemies in Revengeance mode (including the
Slime God Core) and halves the speed of defense and movement by 2-4 seconds.-And (Rage activated by hitting the B and V, we will respectively) greatly increase the damage output. Arena: You can land to just run through it and shoot the boss, or make a floating platform and add 2 platforms underneath it. The Ebonian Gods and Crimulan Slime will be
trapped in the top layer (they cannot fall through platforms like King Slime) and you can easily deal with them. Just be ware of mines and the Core of God Slim.Drops:-30-50 Purified Gel (100%)-150-200 Gel (100%)-Overloaded Blaster (33%)-A Take (33%)-Eldritch Tome (33%)-Crimslime Staff (33%)-Corroslime Staff (33%)-100-125 Gel Dart (33%)-Mask of
God corruption slime (14.29%)-Red Slime God Mask (14.29%)-Slime God Trophy (10%)-The Lore of God Lore (100% only on first death)-- Mana Overloader (100%)-Electrolyte Gel Pack (100%)-6-8 Purified Jam (100%)-The Slime God Treasure Bag (100%)I hope you have liked this little guide! I hope it helps! The God Slime is one of the most difficult
challenges that new players will face in the calamity Mod, incarcerated them with the defeat of 3 boss entities at the same time, all of whom inflict various debaucheries and have erratic and generally more complex behavior than bosses found previously. The Skinny God is summoned using an overloaded mud in any biome and at any time. This guide will
mention items unique to Expert Mode and above without special formatting and follow the desired progression. Preparation of the Ground[edit | source of edition] An arena that allows great mobility and horizontal is imposed for this struggle, considering the high mobility of the bosses themselves. Three flat layers of platforms about 15-20 blocks from each
other will allow the player to make use of The Crimulan Slime and Ébonian Ébonian Inability to fall through platforms (except when bold) and create a safe distance while providing enough space to maneuver around the 3 enemies. Bonfires and Heart Lanterns will increase survival and should be placed throughout the entire arena. During the fight, the arena
will begin to mess with the mines. As such, a length of about 500 blocks is recommended; Struggling players can choose to have more layers and longer platforms. The lower layer of the arena can be constructed with Ice Blocks, increasing player acceleration and maximum speed, both useful assets in the fight (as long as the player is equipped with
Frostspark Boots). An alternate arena configuration is a long minecart track that goes up and down, making a full loop. An example of a large arena using ice blocks as a base, with two layers of platforms above it. Aerospec armor is generally the preferred choice for all classes, with well-rounded statistics and higher fall speed. Molten Armor is an option for
melee players who wish to reduce damage taken as much as possible. Magic users can also use a combination of Wizard Hat, Diamond Robe and Jungle/Meteor pants. This set provides maximum offensive stats for mage. Sulfurous armor is an option for bandits. The fossil armor can also be used for its incredible impulses of offensive statistics, although it
has no survival and rogue stealth impulses to compromise. Skyline Wings are extremely useful for navigating around the boss himself, his mine attacks and the various minions. The balloon pack can be used in conjunction with or as an alternative to skyline wings. Aero Stone and Frog Leg will further improve the usefulness of these accessories. Frostspark
Boots or its predecessor, Lightning Boots, are basically a necessity to keep up with the high speed of bosses. The Counter Scarf or Cthulhu Shield allows the player to make sharp turns and are equally useful as previous accessories and should always be part of the player's arsenal when fighting this boss. Laudanum will provide moderate impulses to some
of the player's stats under the horror debuff inflicted by the Core of God Slime. The Nazar will make the player immune to the cursed debauchery of God Crimulan Slime. Worm Scarf will greatly increase the player's damage reduction, melee players can opt for Bloody Worm Tooth instead. If being hit interrupts your pace in the fight, the Obsidian Shield will
allow you to recover more smoothly in the event of an error. The Aquatic Heart provides the player with an ice shield that makes the boss's high damage production less threatening. Magical players can make use of the Celestial Handcuffs and/or Mana Flower along with Mana Potions to retrieve their mana during the fight. Summoners may your minion
damage and defensive stats with the Spiritual Glyph, and minion slot machines with Voltaic Jelly. Rogue users will find the Raider Talisman useful for increasing their damage production. All classes should ideally use their of the weapons of the Abyss. Ranged[edit | edit | edit ] Archerfish's piercing skills, good rate of fire, and damage are incredibly useful
during the fight, allowing the player to reach multiple entities at the same time. Bee Knees is an excellent option that deals good direct damage to the Gods of Slime, and is able to handle all minor slimes. Bee knees should be used with wooden arrows. The flurrystorm Cannon is suggested for its high rate of fire and good damage with the Frostburn debuff.
Galeforce is another bow that can handle all different slimes when paired with Jester Arrows or Profane Arrows. The Phoenix Blaster is an easy-to-use weapon that deals with good damage and is best paired with Superball Bullets. The Star Cannon is also part of a Ranged player's arsenal, similar to Archerfish, albeit with a more expensive ammo. Mage[edit |
edit source] The Black Anurian is generally superior to the other options available to Magic users, with good damage and range. The Demon Iced Is a Viable Option for players who don't want to deal with the black Anurian hard to control homing. The Plasma Rod is a great support item due to its ability to inflict Ichor. Shadowdrop Staff is also an excellent
option that handles good damage and has great crowd control. Flare Bolt is a great option for dealing with smaller enemies that snore due to its large piercing. Clothier's Wrath (RIV) is an excellent weapon for inflicting the Shadowflame debuff, as well as having a large piercing to handle the large amount of slimegenerated. However, its rarity can make it
difficult to obtain. Summoner[edit | edit source] Herring Staff's ability to summon large amounts of powerful minions makes it undisputed as the summoner's best option. Aesthetic stapped shells are useful in the fight against the Slime God's Core, reducing the duration of the final phase of the fight. The Cement Blossom Staff and the Ice Flower Team are
useful for when the core is alone, as Herrings will struggle to reach it. Tavernkeep Rods can be used for extra firepower, especially against the smaller slimes generated by bosses. Rogue[edit | edit source] Lionfish is a great option for rogue users thanks to its non-consumable nature, and is very simple to use. The Tracking Disc is an option that can attack
multiple enemies throughout the fight. Rot Balls and Toothballs have a considerable damage output, high rate of fire and stick enemies. The Enchanted Axe is useful for your home. Mycoroot is useful for its rapid rate of fire; however, its short range makes it risky to use. No class[edit | edit source] The marked Magnum is useful for inflicting Marked, which
reduces the target damage reduction by 50%. This is even more effective when combined with ichor debuff. that the marked debuff is unique to Revenge Mode and above, as enemies only have damage reduction in Revenge Mode Above. Magnum can be used to deal a good amount of extra damage with its high damage per shot, but can only be fired three
times during the fight. Various[edit | edit source] Farm Blood Orbs to easily create many useful potions that will increase your chance of survival during the fight. All available potions can be worked with Blood Orbs, so use this to your advantage; many handmade potions with Blood Orbs are usually not accessible before the player fights the God Slime. The
Well Fed buff provides a useful all around statistical increase. Hadal Stew provides the Well Fed buff as well as 120 hp heals with a cooling of only 50 seconds. The Fight[edit | editing source] God Slime will spawn off the screen, you should try to prevent the Slime Gods from approaching the boss as soon as he spawns, extra care must be taken if his arena
is situated in the sky. You must stay at the top of your arena to place bosses trapped on the platforms as quickly as possible, allowing you enough time to react to your attacks when you're on a lower platform. You should be grounded as much as possible and just move to the side, this will make core behavior predictable. When it approaches just jump on it,
preferably with a dash. Slowly kitesurf all three bosses along your platform to avoid the unnecessary mess of persistent mines, but be careful not to get too far away from the Gods of Slime or they will run, possibly causing you to be hit several times, especially if you are afflicted with the distorted debauchery. Players, especially those in Death Mode, should
focus on dispatching the Crimulan God Slime first, as his Cursed debuff can actually catch him off guard. The Core must be killed last because it gives the remaining slime gods great buffs. If you're having trouble avoiding the Core with a guinching weapon like the Ball O'Fugu, the Black Anurian or minions, killing the Core as second is completely feasible.
However, if the Core is causing you the most deaths you have while fighting the God Slime, killing him first is an option as long as you have many mobility accessories. If this is attempted, you should still give some of your attention to the other Gods of Slime before killing the Core, so that they are damaged enough so that you can get them out without too
many problems. You should also spend more work in your arena to ensure you don't run out of space while avoiding the Slimes. If you kill the other Slime Gods before the Core, you must make sure that the Core is at least half damaged so that your projectiles do not overload you. Minions generated by the Slimes when damaged should be taken care of as
quickly as possible in all modes, either by dispatching them or simply fleeing. General[edit | edit source] Disabling funds can help players who have trouble focusing on all the different things that are happening during the fight. Hooking to a block can negate the fluctuation of the Debuff. Debuff.
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